Dear Friend of OPB,
We reached a critical milestone in our ongoing building renovation project this month: we
flipped the switch to go live in our new audio studios! You may not have noticed as a
listener as (thankfully) the transition was seamless. Morning Edition, Think Out Loud, All
Things Considered, and all other OPB radio programming are now coming to you from
these more capable studios. I've included some pictures to give you a sense of the new
spaces.

As the last techical tasks are checked, host Dave
Miller tests out the new Think Out Loud studio.

Geoff Norcross hosts Morning Edition in one of the
first broadcasts from the new studio where All
Things Considered is also produced in the
afternoon.

Dave Miller speaks with a guest during Think Out
Loud.

OPB journalists (L to R)
Jonathan Levinson, Dirk Vanderhart, and Lauren
Dake produce the OPB Politics Now podcast.

These new studios and technology will expand our capacity to deliver more important, thoughtprovoking and inspiring stories and conversations to you as our former audio studios are refitted to
serve as the new home to KMHD Jazz Radio and opbmusic. We're now able to bring in more guests
more easily, record more original programming and podcasts, and explore new ideas to share with
our growing audience.
This work was funded by special gifts from you and other contributors to Campaign 2022:
Connected, Empowered Communities. The campaign is funding new reporters at OPB, as well as
new technology to transform how we create and share more great stories. Keep your eyes out for
more on that work in the coming months.
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about the campaign. Thanks again for your
support.
Best regards,
Cheryl Ikemiya
Vice President and Chief Development Officer

